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This workbook contains full color large photographs for a variety of exercises to improve expressive

language function for people with aphasia. There are photographs of everyday objects with

instructions and cues to help increase word finding ability. Photographs of famous places and

objects target naming as well as provide a launching point to create discussion and increase

conversation skills. The workbook contains safety awareness photographs to help with descriptive

language skills as well as tackle new strategies to prevent falls secondary to unfamiliar physical

challenges that many stroke survivors encounter. The workbook also contains photo sequences

with cues to help increase discussion of steps involved in an action. There are photographs for

comparison and discussion of pros and cons of multiple attributes. The final section provides

multiple photographs with interesting details to stimulate conversation and improve expressive

language therapy either at home or in a speech therapy setting.
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This book lacks sustenance, there is no variety whatsoever. There is a photo and the reader has to

tell what is happening in the photo, thats it. Some of the photos used are horrible quality and not

clear and some of the photos are just weird e.g. a dirty drunk guy in the corner of a room with stains

on his clothes holding a yellow balloon with a smiley face in front of his face. "What is going on in

this photo". I don't have speech issues and I have no idea what was going on with that drunk guy.

Very dissapointing purchase.Update to reviewer....There are free books you can download that

have more material than this book for $40.00. My mother had been receiving speech therapy for 20

months now. I am very familiar with the material that's out there but I was not at the time of the



purchase of this book. When I showed this book to her speech pathologist at the time, he too

agreed it was poorly put together. If you are a speech therapist and recommend this book for $40.00

when better books are availble, something is not right.My mothers speech pathologist have given

me great information both free and some not free. All this book offers is describe the photo, no

problem solving, no yes or no, no describe how to do a task and the quality of the photos are

horrible, in color.

Just what he needed! Perfect.

My dad has recently had a stroke. I purchased this book, along with the three others by Amanda

Anderson. My dad took his books to his therapy sessions, and the therapist was enthused about

these resources. He is using them daily!

good product

Perfect love the large color photographs. A great buy. So helpful!!! In response to the one negative

review: As an experienced speech therapist who has been working with patients with aphasia for

years, I wanted to share that this book is very useful especially for communication groups. At first

glance, like the review stated it may look like just pictures and a few questions underneath but the

images really help target descriptive language and conversation. For example, the strange picture of

the man with the balloon over his face stimulates all kinds of conversations and speculation. It even

got the reviewer to describe it! Exercises like the ones is this book are hard to come by and are very

helpful for people with expressive aphasia. I have my patients try to describe the photographs to

each other. Since they are not the typical pictures that most materials have it makes for some

wonderful therapy.

Have bought all of these for my mom and she enjoys them. They are expensive which is my only

complaint because people who have strokes and survive should have this material available to them

for FREE. So minus 3 stars for the price.

After my husband's stroke, he suffered from significant expressive aphasia. He was very motivated

to do whatever he could to heal, and he wanted daily activities in addition to the few he received

during speech therapy. As an educator, I found myself cobbling together reading, writing, and math



exercises for him to work on throughout the rest of the week. We were so grateful to find Amanda

Anderson's books. They had the very best of what we were looking for. We are 9 months out from

the stroke, and her workbooks are still being put to much use. I've done a good bit of searching and

have yet to find anything that compares.The books are easy to use, clear, visually appealing and

practical in application. We heartily endorse her entire series.

I have the first STAR workbook and love it. This one doesn't disappoint! The photographs are

amazing. I just got this book and have used it with all kinds of patients. There are great safety

awareness photos and tons of interesting and unique pictures that are perfect for aphasia therapy.

Excellent workbook. Easy to use and going to recommend this one to patients after D/C to home to

continue speech therapy.
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